Acute myeloid leukemia in adults: is postconsolidation maintenance therapy necessary?
Maintenance treatment for patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) in remission has recently been controversially discussed and even abandoned by several groups. An analysis of 14 recently published multicenter trials, however, revealed the highest probabilities of relapse-free survival (RFS), in the range of 35% to 42% at 4 to 5 years, only in patients assigned to maintenance treatment as far as adult age and intent-to-treat conditions were considered. After having demonstrated a superior RFS rate from 3 years of maintenance after standard-dose consolidation compared with that from consolidation alone (P = .00004), the German AMLCG requestioned the effect of maintenance randomly compared with sequential high-dose cytosine arabinoside (Ara-C) and mitoxantrone in patients who received intensified induction treatment. The results show an advantage for maintenance treatment (RFS rate of 32%) versus the sequential Ara-C and mitoxantrone treatment (RFS rate of 25%) (P = .021). We conclude that maintenance treatment continues to substantially contribute to the management of adult patients with AML, even as part of recent strategies using intensified induction treatment, and thus appears necessary in these settings.